
Business Sim®
Dynamic, engaging and realistic video group discussion 
exercises

Why use Business Sim?
Participants are asked to act on the information delivered digitally to them 
during their assessment or development centre. This comes in a range of 
contemporary formats, texts, emails, online messaging, video calls, news 
articles, customer satisfaction metrics and social media. 

• Realistic and engaging – digitally displays dynamic 
information and realistic scenarios for participants 
to respond to, providing a positive, highly engaging 
candidate experience.

• Cutting edge – presents and updates information in 
contemporary communication formats.

• Saving you time and money – minimal facilitation 
is needed, saving you time as well as the costly 
resource of roleplayers. 

• Accurate and consistent – exercise content is pre-
recorded, giving you consistency across multiple 
centres. 

• Validity - helps to tap into difficult to measure 
behaviours, such as learning and judgement.

Business Sim in Action
Business Sim embraces technology to provide a cutting-edge experience 
for both participants and assessors. 

Contact us on info@adc.uk.com or +44 (0)1483 752 900 to arrange a demo.

A tool that brings group exercises into the digital age

Business Sim® offers a new way of delivering group discussion assessments by digitally presenting various 
displays of information throughout the exercise for participants to act upon and discuss during the exercise, in 
addition to the briefing document.

For participants, this provides a high-fidelity, challenging, immersive and engaging experience. For assessors, it 
allows scoring of a wide range of behaviours in a truly dynamic and realistic environment.



Business Sim from a&dc

Telephone:   +44 (0)1483 752 900
Email:    info@adc.uk.com 
Web:  www.adc.uk.com/business-sim
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Why go Bespoke?
We’ll work with you to design exercises that are aligned to 
your organisation’s branding and context, which give your 
candidates a realistic job preview during their assessment 
centre.

Ready-to-use Exercises
Graduate (Level B) – Participants assume the role of 
graduates taking part in a Graduate Scheme at Greengates; 
a multinational supermarket retailer. Camille Thomas, 
the Marketing Director, has asked them to form a working 
group to review and provide recommendations around a 
number of proposed initiatives relating to healthy living, 
whilst taking in new information about Greengates’ 
competitors and reacting to this. 

Middle Management (Level D) – Participants assume the role 
of Business Managers within Alpha Plastics; one of the UK’s 
most successful plastics manufacturing companies. They are 
asked to attend a group meeting to discuss some issues for 
Alpha Plastics and to provide recommendations to resolve 
each one. The issues to be discussed cover customer service, 
competitor activity and a production issue. Participants 
must respond to new information about each of the issues 
presented via the Business Simulation video during their 
discussion. Note that this exercise can be used in conjunction 
with our popular paper-based Analysis Exercise, ‘Global 
Expansion Project,’ which is set in the same fictional company.

Business Sim can be combined with other a&dc tools to build an effective, efficient assessment process. This will help 
you to minimise the risk of making costly mistakes when hiring and developing people into key roles. These tools can be 
used in a single or multi stage process, combining the benefits of speed, accuracy, ease of use and value for money.

AC-EXS®   Over 250 ready-to-use assessment and development centre exercises covering all work   
   situations, levels, functions and industries.

CBI-Smart™  An online Competency Based Interview builder that enables interviewers to quickly create
    Competency Based Interview Guides from a database of over 1,000 proven CBI questions,
    assessing 35 popular competencies.
e-Valuate®   Revolutionise your assessment and development centres by running them on iPads and   

   laptops, saving you time, money and resources.

Plug in Predictive Power

http://www.adc.uk.com/cbi-smart

